RAMSBOTTOM HERITAGE SOCIETY, C/O RAMSBOTTOM LIBRARY,
CARR STREET, RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, BL0 9AE
Contact number: 01706 281998
The objects of the society shall be:a) To advance education of the public by creating an awareness of and interest
in the study of the history and heritage of Ramsbottom (as defined by the
boundaries of the pre-1974 Ramsbottom Urban District Council).
b) To locate relevant documents, records and artefacts. To retain, catalogue
and/or copy them where possible, and to operate an information centre.
c) To seek to protect the heritage of Ramsbottom

PROGRAMME 2015/2016
December 9th - Christmas food and social get together for members
January 20th - An illustrated talk by David Pope from Ellenroad Steam Museum
Society about the history of the cotton spinning mill at Newhey, Rochdale.
The engine house is a National Historic Monument.
February 17th - An illustrated talk by John Armstrong from the Milestone society on
the fascinating history of milestones and other historic waymarkers,
boundary markers and fingerposts, and the various threats they face.
March 16th - Andrew Todd president of Ramsbottom Heritage Society will present
and judge the digital annual photographic competition entries, followed by an
illustrated talk on photographing Ramsbottom.
April 20th - 'Getting rid of the stink' - The Public Health Revolution.
Throughout history millions have died from infectious diseases. This
illustrated talk looks at how a healthier environment was created, less by
doctors and the medical world than by the 19th c engineers.
Dr Mike Hayes Professor University Wolverhampton,
May 18th - AGM and Members’ Night
Unless otherwise stated, meetings are held at Ramsbottom Civic Hall
Market Place, Ramsbottom, commencing at 7.30pm.
Members £1.50, non-members £2 to include refreshments
The Editors welcome articles for inclusion in the News Magazine. These may be
handwritten, typed or on disc (in “Word”) and sent to the Heritage Society.
Please include your full address and a contact telephone number.
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Cover - Peel Bridge Toll Bar and Railway crossing, Bridge Street, Ramsbottom,
Circa 1900.
Almost out of sight in the picture, just beyond the signal box, is the row of buildings
affected by a culvert collapse which is the subject of Barbara Park’s item
RAMSBOTTOM’S “SINKHOLE” 1915-16
A few prints of the original version of the drawing by Zena Middleton
(approximately A3 size) are still available from the Society. The work was inspired
by a photograph of the period which was taken when the gate was removed, tolls
being charged for the last time in October 1900. Ken Beetson originally reproduced
the photograph in his Ramsbottom Volume 2 (1978).
Website - www.ramsbottomheritage.org.uk
Email via website
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Recent Ramsbottom Heritage Society Successes
We offer our services free to the public through our archive, website, guided walks
and many other things we do. However it is certainly true that you cannot please
all the people all of the time and the work of the Conservation Group may sometimes
be more controversial.
It is therefore all the more
pleasing that, this summer, we
have made so many people happy
by finding homes for various
features from Ramsbottom
Cottage Hospital. The main
stained glass windows from the
hospital staircase are now
upstairs in Ramsbottom Library,
with a light box behind them.
They will soon be permanently
lit, but so far only a few of the
library staff and members of the Society’s committee have been lucky enough to
see them in their full glory.
The old mill building in Square Street, which is currently being altered into
apartments, seemed the ideal site for the hospital’s ventilator and weather vane. The
developer was delighted to accept it and immediately asked his architect to include
it in the plans. When he asked the council for permission, they too were pleased
by the suggestion. Since the Society’s
apparent obsession with preserving
Ramsbottom’s heritage can sometimes
cause the planning department a lot of
work, it is good to know that we have
met with their approval!
The carved stone pediment from
above the front door of the hospital has
been erected by the developer beside
Nuttall Lane. The tiny site is to be sold
to the Society for £1. At nearly 10 ft tall,
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the pediment is an imposing sight and many local people have expressed their
pleasure at seeing it. One of our members is designing an interpretation board telling
people about the history of the hospital, which I’m sure the public will find interesting.
We have also met with approval in a quite a different, but equally gratifying,
way. The Ramsbottom War News team asked that we gave one year’s profits to the
Ramsbottom War Memorial Project Fund. We have heard that because our donation
was just over £1,000, we have been granted Gold Patron Status and this very
generously entitles the society and its individual members to use the British Legion
concert lounge free of charge. The original war memorial plans have been altered
so that the names of those from Ramsbottom who died will be on the cross itself,
rather than on a separate wall. This involves moving the old memorial from outside
St Paul’s to the cemetery and replacing it with a new one of similar design but with
a base large enough to accommodate all the names. Disappointingly the application
for a Heritage Lottery grant was not accepted, so that a major fundraising effort is
now being undertaken and the building of the memorial has been further delayed.
Duncan Francis’s Ramsbottom’s Lost Generation 1914-15 sold all 100 copies and
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so there has been another short run. By the time this magazine is published, the
issue for 1916 should be on sale (details on our website).
It is exciting that evidence of our influence can be seen around Ramsbottom.
On a much smaller scale, teamwork involving an initiative from the Society and,
we suspect, Heritage England has resulted in the repair of Market Place’s Grade
II listed telephone kiosk. We do hope that our successes and news about our
many activities encourage more local people to join the society.
Further afield, the Society was represented at a history fair on 6th September at
the historic Victoria Baths, Manchester. (In 2003, with funding of over £3m at
stake, the building won the highest number of votes in the BBC’s Restoration
series.) Armed with display panels and sales items, our volunteers had the
opportunity to meet people from a wide variety of the Manchester area’s history
groups and also to tour the amazing partly-restored Grade II* listed building. The
visit brought back fond memories for one of our team as he had been a regular
swimmer at the baths when he lived in the area.
Very best wishes
Kate Slingsby
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RAMSBOTTOM’S “SINKHOLE” 1915-16
On Friday, 10 December 1915 the following item appeared in the Ramsbottom
Observer:

SUBSIDENCE IN BRIDGE STREET
A subsidence occurred on Monday at the shop on Bridge Street tenanted by
Mrs Bancroft, confectioner. Rumbling noises were heard on Sunday evening
and on Monday the floor of the front part of the premises began to give way.
A culvert passes under the block of buildings and the heavy rains during the
week end have caused the foundations of the culvert to become undermined
with the result that that the premises began to give way.
Thanks to the Ramsbottom Urban District Council Surveyor, Mr Thomas H Bell we
now know that this was just the beginning of a problem that went on for many
months. Mr Bell kept a daily log of his activities and from these diaries we have
extracted some of the entries relating to this particular event. As far as possible,
Mr Bell’s exact wording has been used in the following account but words/passages
printed in italics are by RHS magazine editors using information in his log.
The 1908 Ordnance Survey map is reproduced on the centrefold pages of this
magazine. The Bridge Street subsidence was by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Bank
between Garden Street and the railway. (The building is labelled “Bk” in tiny
letters.) Later it was Martins Bank and then Barclays. Devil Hole Lodge, which
became the focus of Mr Bell’s work during March 1916, is on the corner of
Springwood Street and Carr Street and shown as “Reservoir”.
Monday, 6 December 1915 The occupier of Refreshment Rooms in Bridge Street
adjoining the Bank Premises (Lancashire & Yorkshire Bank) noticed water in the
cellared portion of the premises and also that the flags forming the floor of the shop
were settling and that the walls both outside and in were cracking.
The occupier Mrs Bancroft sent one of her lady assistants up to Mrs J Forshaw
the owner to report.
Mr J Smith, the Manager of the Lancs & Yorks Bank, also noticed that they had
water in the underground Strong Room percolating through cracks in the concrete
floor of the Strong Room
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Martin’s Bank taken in the
1950’s
From the Ramsbottom
Heritage Society publication
“Around Ramsbottom”

Tuesday, 7 December 1915
In the morning soon after 9am
I examined the Refreshment
Rooms occupied by Mrs
Bancroft and also the Lancs
& Yorks Bank premises
adjoining
and
found
indications of settlement and
damage of floors and walls on
the lines indicated under
Monday’s entry. Arranged an
interview over phone with Mr
J Sadler the Manager of
Messrs Hepburns the local branch of the Bleachers Association as I surmised that
the damage was caused by water from the Culvert conveying the overflow from the
Devil Hole Lodge.
At 10am met Mr David Sadler and Mr James Sadler from Messrs Hepburn’s
(Square Works) and we together examined Mrs Bancroft’s premises and the Bank
premises. In the cellar of the Refreshment Rooms there were signs showing mud
deposit and that the water must have risen about 18 inches. I asked Mr David Sadler
to get Mr Kenworthy the Chief Engineer of the Bleachers’ Association to come out
to Ramsbottom to inspect the damage and authorise what was to be done. Met Mr
Kenworthy and the two Mr Sadlers at Messrs Hepburn’s offices at 2.30pm. After
a conversation at the offices we went down to site and examined the culvert mouths
and the damaged premises. Mr Kenworthy, before leaving, authorized Mr Sadler
to put men into the work of shoring and timbering Mrs Bancroft’s shop and to
proceed with the work of opening up the street to locate the trouble.
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I advised Mrs Bancroft to remove the furniture and goods from the front shop
and not to allow any person to sleep in the front rooms over the shop.
Mr David Sadler sent for Mr C Lomax and instructed him to get on with the
work of propping the shop ceiling straight away. They worked up to after 9pm
Wednesday, December 8 1915 Two or three inspections of the work proceeding
in the culvert at front of Mrs Bancroft’s shop by Messrs C Lomax’s men acting
under the instructions of Mr Sadler (Manager, Messrs Hepburn’s). A Clerk of Works
employed by the Bleachers’ Association was over and had interview with me re the
probable cause of the damage. After conversation with me Mr James Sadler
supported my strong opinion on the matter, advised Mrs Bancroft the tenant to store
her furniture and goods in the back rooms and vacate the business for the time being.
This was done during the day. On going up the culvert in front of the shop it was
found that right in front of the shop window the flag bottom of the culvert had
collapsed, which allowed a great portion of the water flow to divert out of its course,
much of it running under the foundations of the front wall of the shop, thus causing
the damage. This had taken place at the point of junction with the old culvert of a
diversion made in 1896
Thursday, 9 December 1915 …Measurements taken by self and assistant in Bridge
Street opposite the shop tenanted by Mrs Bancroft to show the condition of the
defect and collapse of the culvert just in front of the shop.
Messrs C Lomax’s men had got one shoring timber in position supporting the
front wall of Mrs Bancroft’s shop on to a sole plate placed at the kerb line in the
street when the ground fell in where undermined by the action of the water. The
side wall of the old rubble culvert nearest the kerb then fell over a length of about
6’0” and the portion of brick and concrete inverted. Culvert broke away for a length
of about 5’0”. The shoring timber of course fell in consequence. The front of the
building was again supported with a strut or support with the plate carried further
out into the paved street.
Lomax’s men then further proceeded with the excavation and shoring of the
defective portion of the culvert.
Friday, 10 December 1915 At 9.15am an increased volume of water was running
down the culvert. A part of the water beyond the point of culvert collapse was backed
up and was discharging down the culvert to its proper point of outlet opposite the
Paper Mill. The bulk of the water was however escaping under pressure under the
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shop tenanted by Mrs Bancroft and also appeared to be running away quickly in a
vertical direction as though it had made an outlet into the lower culvert which
supplies water from the goit to the mills down Railway Street. Messrs Lomax’s
men had temporary wooden trough in sections on the ground ready for fixing so
that the water might be conveyed in its proper course over the point of collapse…
Saturday,11 December 1915 Noted that now the flag flooring in Mrs Bancroft’s
shop is taken up - a large hole existed under the floor level - showing that the action
of the water had washed away the earth from under the floor and foundations.
. The private door entrance to the Bank Manager’s House would not lock owing
to slight movement. A crack in the entrance behind the door was in worse condition
than when I noticed it on Friday morning last.

Tuesday, 14 December 1915 Men engaged in taking up setts and preparing
for placing in position temporary Traction Pole opposite Lancs and Yorks Bank
in connection with culvert collapse repairs. Order for this pole given to Mr Wild
by Mr Charles Lomax

Bridge Street and the level crossing in the 1950’s. Taken from the Ramsbottom
Heritage Society Publication “Around Ramsbottom”
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Wednesday, 15 December 1915 The wooden cornice over window of L & Y Bank
was slightly out of line. Affected apparently by settlement of wall nearest Mrs
Bancroft’s shop.
Thursday, 16 December 1915 Mr Lomax’s men were fixing new wooden trough
to divert water to one side. Gangway with hand rail fixed to give access to Mercer’s
shop.
Friday, 17 December 1915 Men still engaged in fixing temporary wooden trough
to divert culvert water.
Saturday, 18 December 1915 Completion of plan showing point of collapse
…(Hepburn & Co)
Monday, 20 December 1915 Wooden trough to divert the culvert water was
completed on Saturday last. The water was this morning diverted to one side at the
point where collapse had taken place. A photographer was taking photos of the
scene on behalf of one of the interested parties. (Mr John Wood, owner of Garden
Engineering Works, Garden Street, Ramsbottom - Editor)
BRIDGE STREET CULVERT REPAIR WORK SUDDENLY STOPS – FOR 7
MONTHS!
On 15th December more subsidence had been reported from Old Ground Mill,
Square Street, as having taken place in Cross Street below Baptist Brow, near the
Baptist Chapel. Upon inspection Mr Bell had found the subsidence to be over the
line of the Council’s sewer and that it was due to leakage of water from culvert
feeding the lodge or reservoir abutting on Lodge Street. He had called Mr Sadler’s
attention to the matter.
By 20th December Messrs Lomax Ltd’s work on Bridge Street had stopped
pending further orders by Hepburn’s Clerk of Works as per instructions from their
Chief Engineer (Mr Kenworthy). On Tuesday, 21st December Mr Bell saw Lomax’s
men in Cross Street acting for Hepburn & Co trying to locate the leak there and
also found nothing going on in Bridge Street.
BEHIND THE SCENES - THE BACKROOM WORK
The Bridge Street culvert repair work did not resume until Monday 24th July 1916.
Meanwhile, Mr Bell struggled with the legal issues around who would take
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responsibility for the repair costs. He also investigated the culvert system beyond
the top of Bridge Street up in the area of Carr Street, Ramsbottom.
Having reported to a meeting of the RUDC General Purposes Committee and
Finance and been interviewed by Mr Barlow and the RUDC Chairman on 10th
February, he attended the Bridge Street Culvert Sub-Committee on 20th March
about arrangements for proceeding with work of repair and re-instatement.
We are still hoping that some of Thomas Bell’s 1916 drawings showing parts
of Ramsbottom’s culvert system will be found. In his daily log from January and
February this survey work is mentioned as follows:
a copy of the plan of the point of collapse of the culvert for Mr Butcher
a sketch plan to show culverts in Bridge Street and Back Carr Street with
surrounding properties (see the Digitised Maps article for a possible plan)
a preparation plan to show the position approximately of culverts in Bridge Street,
Back Bridge Street and Railway Street
a. second trace copy of plan re Bridge Street culvert collapse at the request of Mr
Butcher, solicitor
a plan of Bridge St, Market Place, etc showing information re culverts and sewers
Wednesday, 26 January 1916 Prepared plans and papers and arranged interview
over phone to meet Mr F[?] S Butcher at his office in Bury in absence of Mr Barlow
re Bridge St Culvert collapse.
Met Mr Butcher at his Bury office at 10.50am. Discussed with him matters
appertaining to question of liabilities in respect to the Bridge Street Culvert. Also
to have the work necessary carried out without further delay by the Bleachers
Association Ltd without prejudice to any interests of any party concerned. The
responsibility for cost to be allocated afterwards. The suggested agreement between
the Bleachers’ Association Ltd., the L & Y Bank and the Ramsbottom Council,
standing at the Bank solicitor and Directors, who at present deny responsibility.
Mr Butcher asked Mr S Woodcock (solicitor) to come over to his office and the
meeting was continued with Mr S Woodcock present. Mr Woodcock stated that
Mr Moxon and Mr Ramsbottom of the L & Y Bank were averse, when seen by him

yesterday, to come in even without prejudice, as signatories to the proposed
agreement to permit the work of repairs to at once proceed. Mr Woodcock said that
when the culvert diversion was made by the Bank, that in an agreement made at the
time, a culvert was mentioned of which it was said ownership rested with the
Ramsbottom Mills. Left Mr Butcher to arrange in best way he could in respect of
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the obstruction in Bridge Street now existing at the point where the Bleachers’
Association. have had the street opened up.
Thursday, 27 January 1916 Re Bridge Street Culvert. To Devil Hole Lodge (in
company of Mr J Sadler) inspected bywash and penstock for drawing off water.
One penstock, which formerly supplied water from the lodge to a water wheel fixed
at the top of Back Carr Street, has been done away with. The wheel race most
probably discharged into the culvert down Back Carr Street, not certain on the point.
5 and 8 February 1916 Bridge Street culvert collapse – nothing further done –
obstruction of path and road as before.
18 February 1916. Matters in Bridge Street still at a standstill. Watchman on duty
day and night employed by C .Lomax, contractors.
24 February 1916 Bridge Street culvert. Mr J W Barlow reported that
arrangements had now been made under which BDA Ltd would proceed with the
work of repairs and the responsibility to be fixed later on.
THOMAS BELL’S INVESTIGATION EXTENDS INTO CARR STREET
From 16th March Carr Street was the focus of Thomas Bell’s work. He took
particulars of a culvert opened out opposite the bywash from Devil Hole Lodge and
from trial holes opened out on a culvert near Carr Mill. A sketch plan with the
results was prepared. More trial holes were sunk with the aim of establishing the
position and sizes of all the culverts in Carr Street between Central Street and
Springwood Street and near Devil Hole Lodge. The holes in Carr Street were
completed and filled in on 29th March. Later, on 17th July, Thomas Bell was to visit
Carr Street about re-instatement work by the Gas Company.
THE BRIDGE STREET CULVERT WORK – PROGRESS AT LAST!
On 27th April Thomas Bell was in touch with Mr C J Lomax , civil engineer, by
phone asking him to “hasten as far as possible the setting into line of matters in
order to make an early start on the work required”. He sent a letter to C J Lomax
on 10th May.
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1908 Ordnance Survey Map of Ramsbottom 13

1908 ORDNANCE SURVEY
Scale: approx 15 inches to 1 mile

N
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Joe Mercer’s Station Temperance Bar, 7 Bridge Street, c 1900. Taken from the
Ramsbottom Heritage Society Publication “Around Ramsbottom”

30 May 1916 Tenders discussed for restoration of Bridge Street culverts. Hillary
Bros of Ramsbottom lowest. Agreed to accept provided work can commence at
once.
31 May 1916 Interview with George Hillary re question of contract for Bridge
Street culvert.
Saturday, 10 June 1916 Interview with Chairman of Council (S. Plunkett) re
Bridge Street culvert and other matters.
20 July 1916 Bridge St Culvert. “Received this morning letter from Mr Chas C
Lomax, Engineer, acting for Bleachers and Dyers Association stating that he had
written to Hillary Bros requesting them to make preparations to commence work.
Afterwards phoned C J Lomax and it was arranged that Hillary Bros were to
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commence on Monday morning next and that they were to act under my instruction
until Mr. Lomax could visit the site on Tuesday next.
Friday 21 July 1916 Messrs Hillary Bros commenced work of re-instatement today
and removal of surplus earth and cinders from Bridge Street.
Saturday, 22 July 1916 Met James Byrom representing L & Y Bank and G Hillary
contractor on site. Arranged that work will be commenced on Monday next by
excavating down to solid ground and underpinning with a brick pillar the corner of
the Bank of the Bridge St elevation. Then .... taking down of the front wall of the
untenanted shop.
Monday 24 July 1916

Bridge Street Culvert – work commenced

28 Jul 1916 Corner of Bank completed today
29 July 1916 Underpinning of Bank completed
31 July 1916 Inspected 12 noon. Assistant of C J Lomax on site. Examined
excavations and preparations for propping under old shop gable and Bank gable
before further underpinning is proceeded with.
1 August 1916
2
“
“
3 “
“
4
“
“

….called to inspect work
...Two inspections: 12.05 noon and 3.40 pm
... Inspected work in progress - underpinning
… Inspected work in progress - underpinning

7 August 1916 Underpinning and concreting to Bank gable completed. Sign taken
down. Props for taking down front.
8 August 1916 Shop front being taken down. Crane on site.
10 August 1916 Shop front now down. Crane removed. Suggested to Lomax that
advisable to open out culverts a little further in direction of Railway level crossing
as it turns a little away from property and a better line can be obtained.
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17 August 1916 Closing down of penstock near old Toll Bar House and consequent
temporary stoppage of Sharples Ltd
1 September 1916 Pulling out old rubble wall
26 September 1916 Street opened – work completed
100 YEARS LATER……..
On October 6th 2015, United Utilities announced that repairs to a deep, gaping hole
on Manchester’s Mancunian Way would cost £4m. The sinkhole had appeared on
14th August and a second one had occurred while work was being carried out on
the first. A temporary sewer has had to be fitted to keep toilets flushing in the large
number of buildings in the area. The road is not expected to reopen until January
2016. By that time the work there will also have taken many months!
Researched by Barbara Park

.
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THE RAMSBOTTOM OBSERVER
In News Magazine 48 we mentioned a request from Mrs Margaret Carr who had
viewed some of the Society’s photographs online and had helped us with
identification.
She now lives in Staffordshire and, having been told that her father’s First World
War records had been destroyed in bombing raids, she asked whether we knew of
any references to him in lists of soldiers in the Ramsbottom Observer.
Back copies of this newspaper 1890-1950 are available on film at Ramsbottom
Library*. With the help of Society members and staff at Bury Archives we have
found two very brief references to an S Webster, as follows:

Ramsbottom Observer 18th June 1915
Listed under the heading “RAMSBOTTOM’S ROLL OF HONOUR” subheading OFFICIAL LIST, there is “S. Webster, 16, Dale Street,
R.A.M.C.”
Ramsbottom Observer 14th January 1916
Under a title PARCELS TO RAMSBOTTOM SOLDIERS and subheadings LETTERS OF THANKS and OTHER INTERESTING
LETTERS, a couple of sentences are quoted:
“Parcel of ‘smokes’ received in good condition,” wrote Pte. S. Webster, who is with the R.A.M.C. in France, “and I consider it very
thoughtful of the people of Ramsbottom to send such a gift of this kind
to the troops.”
We cannot actually confirm that the S Webster referred to in the Ramsbottom Observer was Mrs Carr’s father but she knows that, as a young man,
he lived in Stubbins, albeit at another address.
Unfortunately, lists such as Rolls of Honour do not contain details of
the soldiers’ units in the case of the RAMC (Royal Army Medical Corps),
which worked with other units alongside drivers of the Army Service
Corps and the Royal Engineers. The RAMC was not a fighting force but
its members endured the full horror of war e.g. in ambulance trains, field
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ambulances and at casualty clearing stations. The Corps themselves lost nearly
seven thousand men either killed in action or dying of their wounds. Throughout
the conflict, RAMC personnel were repeatedly praised in dispatches.
Mrs Carr, in her letter of thanks to members of the Society, tells us that her
father was a master tailor and cutter and suggests that possibly it was because he
could stitch that he was put in the RAMC.
* Digital copies of the films of World War I issues of the Ramsbottom Observer
are now being processed. The aim is that they will be ready for staff to view, initially at Bury Library. It is hoped that at some time in the future the technology
will be available for them to be more widely used.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES 1878
During August 1878 the Bury Times carried a report which we reproduce below.(NB
The Burnley Times reported the events happened at Higher Mill, Kibboth Crew –
editor)

SUICIDE OF A MANUFACTURER
On Thursday an inquest was held before Mr. J.B. Edge, Coroner, at the Rose and
Crown Inn, Carr Street on view of the body of John Thomas Blomeley, cotton waste
spinner, Top Wood, who committed suicide on the previous Monday under
circumstances detailed in the following evidence:Alice Blomeley, widow of deceased, said he was 43 years of age. She last saw him
alive at half past six o’clock on the previous Sunday night. He was then at witness’s
sister’s at Heywood, where witness had been from the preceding day. Deceased left
her to go home by train on Sunday night, his son, William, a youth, going with him.
Deceased was then under the influence of drink. There had been no quarrelling
between them. They were quite friendly, and she had told him that she should return
home on Tuesday morning. She left deceased on account of his excessive drinking,
thinking that a day or two from home might do him some good. She was deceased’s
second wife, and had been married to him seven years.
‘Had you observed anything unusual or strange in deceased’s manner? Yes, he took
to excessive drinking since we buried our little boy last Christmas.

Signs of the Times 1878
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– Did he seem to take that to heart a great deal? Yes, it very much upset him. He
said he would like to go after the child, who was five years of age – Have you
observed that his mind has been affected? No, only through drinking; he was quite
alright when sober
– But when under the influence of drink have you noticed nothing curious about
him? Yes, he has been quite wild.
- Has he ever had an attack of delirium tremens? Yes, three years ago he jumped in
a lodge at Woodhey, and would have been drowned but for his friends. At that time
he was suffering from delirium tremens
- Did you notice anything unusual with him when he left you on Sunday night? No,
nothing beyond being a little excited with drink.
James Lobley, Springwood Street, said he was a rover and carder in the employ of
the deceased. About three o’clock on Monday afternoon deceased was alone in the
bottom room of the mill, in which there is an overshot water-wheel, and witness
was in the room above. When witness left the deceased he was lying asleep on some
bags, and in about a quarter of an hour afterwards he heard a scream. Witness
immediately looked through a strap hole in the floor, and saw deceased in the act
of going into the water wheel head first through the spokes. Witness immediately
put the clow down, which caused the wheel to revolve at a slower rate until it
gradually stopped in a minute or two. He gave an alarm to three men in the same
room with him, and told them not to pull off the machinery so that the wheel might
stop sooner. Witness then went into the room below and put a piece of wood in the
spur wheel to stop it. Deceased was then coming up on the arms of the wheel, but
when witness put in the check it threw him to the bottom of the wheel. Several men
went to witness’s assistance, and they got deceased out of the wheel, but he was
quite dead. The wheel was going at full speed when deceased jumped into it. It made
six revolutions in a minute. Deceased was very much bruised about the head; he
was under the influence of drink, and had been asleep about a quarter of an hour.
Witness did not notice anything unusually strange in his conduct, only that he was
drunk.
He did not seem frightened or nervous? No.
– Have you noticed that he has taken to drink lately? Yes.
- For how long? About eight months.
– Was he frequently in the habit of taking drink? Yes
-Or having stirs, I suppose Yes.
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- Were you with him when he had a fit of delirium tremens three years ago? Yes, but
I did not see it. I heard that he jumped into a lodge.
By a juryman: I don’t know whether he could have fallen into the wheel accidentally.
When I left him he was lying about six yards from the wheel.
Mr Butterworth (a juryman) said the place was very dark and dangerous, and he
thought it was possible a man in drink, and getting up after being asleep, might
accidentally go into the wheel without being aware of it.
In reply to the Coroner, Lobley said that at the place where deceased went into the
wheel there was some uneven pavement. When he saw deceased he appeared as if he
were stepping into the wheel. Witness was very excited at the time.
Sergeant Steele said that deceased’s son, a boy, told him that on Monday morning
his father had a knife in his hand, and he (the boy) had to go for some assistance.
At the request of the Coroner the boy was set for, and in the interval the Coroner
remarked that before deceased could be declared by the jury to have destroyed himself
the evidence should be very clear that he had done so. If there were any doubt as to
that, the most humane course was to give deceased the benefit of it. He thought it was
quite desirable that they should have the evidence of the boy.
Mr Butterworth said he thought it was quite possible that a drunken man might fall
into the wheel. He considered that place was dangerous and unfit for anyone to be in
even when sober. He thought it was quite possible the deceased might have tumbled
into the wheel accidentally. Another juryman sad he noticed that the centre of the
wheel rested on an ashlar pedestal 18 ins. in height, and the other part of the wheel
was entirely unprotected.
William Blomeley, 14 years of age, son of deceased, said he came from Heywood
with his father on Sunday night. When they got to Bury deceased had some drink at
the Knowsley Hotel. He afterwards called at a beerhouse and had some more drink
before going home. They got home about ten o’clock, and deceased went to bed, and
got up about half past seven on the following morning. After he got up he send a girl
out of the mill for some whisky; he had no breakfast or anything to eat. He lay down
on the floor in the house with a carving knife in his hand, but did not say what he was
going to do with it. Witness went into the mill for Thomas Lobley, and when Lobley
came into the house deceased put the knife on the table and went to bed. Deceased
was drunk. Witness did not know what time deceased got up, as he went to Heywood
to tell his stepmother. He got back from Heywood at about half past ten o’clock, and
found deceased sitting in the mill. Witness asked him for the key of the house.
Deceased would not give it to him, and witness took it from him. Witness afterwards
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saw deceased several times in the mill. Deceased had a pint of whisky in the mill,
and drank it all himself.
The Coroner, in summing up, said he thought that after the evidence there could be
very little doubt on the minds of the jury- there was none on his that the deceased
had committed suicide. The evidence given by the last witness clearly showed that
deceased was contemplating suicide, and he thought there could be little doubt that
he determinedly went into the wheel. If, however, the jury thought that he fell into
the wheel accidentally they must give him the benefit of any doubt that might exist
in their minds on that point. Considering deceased’s past conduct, he thought the
probability was that he, in a fit of delirium tremens, saw something in the wheel
which caused him to jump into it. To his (the Coroner’s) mind the evidence was
very strong that deceased had committed suicide.
The majority of the jury coincided with the Coroner’s views, and returned a verdict
to the effect that ‘Deceased committed suicide whilst in a state of temporary insanity’.

SHOP WINDOW COMPETITION 2015
Over thirty Ramsbottom businesses decked out their shop fronts for the second year
of the best-dressed shop window competition. It was held as part of the town’s
contribution to the 1940s Weekend on 23rd to 25th May. Displayed in shop
windows were unique collections of interesting items.
Many of the shopkeepers had ingeniously sourced items which were closely
related to their own goods and services while still reflecting the 1940s theme.
Included in Bolton Street’s Cake Craft window display were a cookery book,
wedding photographs, a camera and greeting cards, all of the period. Ramsbottom’s
charity shops did the town proud and four of the many other outstanding entries
(the photographs do not do them justice) were as follows:
The tiny window of My Treat (the nail salon on Smithy Street), had an impressive
selection of memorabilia with beauty products, a manicure set and a powder
compact.
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Cherry Picked, Bolton Street had a photoboard and a table set for afternoon tea
among numerous other beautifully presented goods and artefacts.
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W & D Scholes, the ladies fashion store on Bridge Street had chosen red, white and
blue clothes for its window displays and added knitting patterns, Women’s Weekly
magazines and fashion posters from the 1940s. Sadly, the store was in its last few
weeks of trading after many years as a family business in Ramsbottom. The
always-attractive, professionally-dressed shop window displays are already much
missed.
And finally the winner of the competition:
The Dressing Room, Bolton Street was presented with the trophy which had been
engraved and donated by ABC Engraving. Their entry was memorable for the high
standard of its display and also for the choice of items. Its tastefully decorated
window featured a wireless, a lace tablecloth, a sewing basket, a 1940s-style dress,
shoes and underwear. The corsets must have raised many a visitor’s smile!
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DIGITISED MAPS
The map on pages 12 and 13 is an extract of the 1908 Ordnance Survey map of
Ramsbottom. It is one of over 100 maps and drawings that have been scanned from
the Heritage Society archives by Jon Williams, John Ireland and Paul Donnelly
and which are now available for public access on the Ramsbottom Heritage
Society website which is maintained by John Leyland. The work took a few
months and the maps were scanned commercially at Entwistle of Middleton. The
archive also includes a sketch drawing from May 1917 of the culverts on Bridge
Street and Carr Street which is mentioned in the Ramsbottom’s “Sinkhole” 1915 1916 article. This drawing is the equivalent of 4 A4 pages side by side, so it is not
possible to show it in this magazine, but the website has a high resolution image
which shows the culvert in detail. The name of the map is RHS/20/2/2/9 and is on
the Local Government drawings page of the website. As well as 1908, the website
also has Ordnance Survey maps from 1851, 1927-1929, 1937-1939, 1962 - 1964
and 1983. The website includes a guide of how to use the maps. The maps use the
numbering system of Bury Archives Service so the originals can be accessed
easily. All numbers begin with RHS for Ramsbottom Heritage Society, followed
by 20 for maps and plans.
RHS/20/1/1
15 maps before 1900 (mainly OS, some older ones)
RHS/20/1/2
57 maps after 1900 (mainly OS)
RHS/20/1/3
5 street maps

RHS/20/1/4

8 maps of wider geographical area

RHS/20/2/1
RHS/20/2/2

10 Estate plans, showing extent of local estates.
16 Local government and planning, plans produced for
development or environmental purposes.

LOCAL RESEARCH
The Heritage Society cannot offer a research service. The following could be approached:
Bury Archives, Moss Street, Bury, BL9 0DG email contact: archives@bury.gov.uk
or tel: 0161 253 6782
Opening Hours Please note that the Archives are closed each day between 1pm and
2pm and that the latest time to produce records is 4.30pm (weekdays):

Tuesday
Thursday

10am - 5pm
10am - 5pm

2nd Saturday of the month•••10am - 4.30pm

Wednesday
Friday

10am - 5pm
10am - 5pm

Visitors are free to use finding aids, online archives resources or to speak to a
member of staff but are advised to make an appointment if they wish to consult
archive documents.
Collections held include records relating to local authorities, public bodies,
schools, churches, businesses, trade unions, political parties, sports clubs, social
organisations, family papers, deeds, maps and plans and indexes to local parish
registers including Ramsbottom. Our catalogues are online at
http;//archives.bury.gov.uk as ‘Bury Archives Catalogue’. The Archive
photograph collection can be browsed on the Bury Image Bank website at
www.buryimagebank.org.uk. We run an enquiry service, offering 15 minutes staff
time free. The Ramsbottom Heritage Society’s Collection, including photographs,
is on permanent loan to Bury Archives.
Bury Local & Family History Service, Moss Street, Bury, BL9 0DR:
information@bury.gov.uk or tel 0161 253 5871
has publications on local history, historical printed works of local interest such as
trade directories, older OS maps for the whole of Bury MBC (including Ramsbottom), microfilmed copies of local newspapers, thematic collections of news cuttings
worth pursuing for local biographies, census returns and parish registers (microfilm). Indexes for local church registers, including Ramsbottom are also held. A
direct link to Bury Libraries catalogue (which lists local history items held in all the
borough’s libraries) is at http://library.bury.gov.uk - follow ‘Bury Libraries Catalogue (Local Studies)’. Free access to the Ancestry and Find my Past databases is
available in all Bury Council’s libraries. Please phone for details of other family
history advice services.
Lancashire Family History and Heraldry Society; membership secretary
Stephen Benson, 32, Slater Lane, Leyland, PR25 1TN,
email: membership@lfhhs.org.uk.
Membership entitles you to 4 magazine issues, an opportunity to publish your
research queries and findings, and meetings each month with speakers at venues all
over the county, including Bury and Rawtenstall. Also one branch in London. More
information is available on www.lfhhs.org.uk.
Ramsbottom Library and Adult Learning Centre, Carr Street BL0 9AE
tel 0161 253 5352 (IT - tel 0161 253 5354) email: Ramsbottom.lib@bury.gov.uk
The library boasts an IT suite, with a visually impaired and disabled friendly
workstation, back copies of the Ramsbottom Observer 1890-1950 on film and a
microfiche reader. Much of the Ramsbottom local collection of the late Rev R R
Carmyllie, local census returns and several filing drawers of local news cuttings and
booklets and Hume Elliot’s history are also available. Family history help sessions
are held on the 3rd Monday of the month 1pm to 5pm and advice is available at other
times by appointment.

